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COMPONENTSCOMPONENTS
• 15 glory cards (bats)
• 40 chest cards (6 orcs and 34 treasure cards)
•  6 treasure tokens

OVERVIEWOVERVIEW
You are dwarves – and you have found a cave treasure! 
But there is also a dangerous orc inhabiting that cave.  
So, what to pick up? When best to run away? Because 
when you are too greedy, the cave orc might get you!

PREPARATIONSPREPARATIONS
Keep the glory cards in a stack on the side. 
There are six chest cards with cave orcs. Insert them in 
different parts of the chest card stack. Then shuffle all 
chest cards and lay them out face-down in a stack.
Place the treasure tokens side by side, treasure-side up. 

GAMEPLAYGAMEPLAY
You play clockwise in turn order, starting with the oldest 
player. The start player draws the topmost chest card 
from the stack. 

TREASURE CARDS
If you draw a treasure card, place it face-up on one of the 
4 available treasure spaces. You can also place the card 
on an already occupied space. Then the card(s) under-
neath get covered:

ORC CARDS
If you draw an orc card, place it to the left of the card 
stack. Fan out the drawn orc cards for everyone to see 
their number.

Good style:  While you consider your move, place the card 
face-up in front of you.  
Then the other players can also see the treas-
ures on the card and follow your thoughts.

SECURING A TREASURE AND LEAVING THE CAVE
When it is your turn and you want to secure a treasure, 
do not draw a chest card from the stack.
Instead, choose a treasure token and place it on a 
treasure space of your choice. Then pick up the treasure 
token and all the treasure cards underneath. These are 
yours now. 
You have left the cave. This means you are out of the 
game until the intermediate scoring.

Store your treasure in front of 
you – and no peeking before 
the intermediate scoring!

4 treasure spaces

Be careful:  With each drawn card  
the cave orc moves closer!

My Treasure



Players announce their treasure number in turn order:
If you have the highest treasure number, you 
get 3 glory points. In case of a tie, each winner 
receives 3 glory points.

If your treasure number is 1 less than the leading 
player’s, you get 2 glory points.

If your treasure number is 2 less than the leading 
player’s, you get 1 glory point.

If your distance to the winner is bigger, you get 
no glory points.

A cleared treasure space can be re-filled with treasure 
cards.

THE LAST DWARF IN THE CAVE …
... draws and lays out as many chest cards as he likes. 
But he should also make sure to secure a treasure and 
escape from the cave before the 6th orc card is revealed.

THE CAVE ORC HAS ARRIVED?
Sometimes a dwarf draws 
the 6th orc card.
Any dwarves still in the 
cave must then escape 
immediately.

INTERMEDIATE SCORING
A round ends as soon as all dwarves have left the cave.
All players now score their treasures: 
Count only those treasures identical with your treasure 
token. However, mice always score, as each mouse is able 
to fetch one suitable treasure from the cave.

NEW ROUND
Shuffle all chest cards and set-up the game again.
The left neighbor of the player who began the last round 
is now the start player.

END OF THE GAMEEND OF THE GAME
The game ends when a dwarf has 7 or more glory points.

The most glorious dwarf wins.

In case of a tie, the winner is the player who scored more 
in the last round. If there is still a tie, players share the 
victory.

Every dwarf still without a treasure now gets a last 
chance to grab one: Place a “dwarved” treasure token on 
a treasure space of your choice and pick up the treasure.

Turn order for treasure-less dwarves: 
The player who drew the 6th orc grabs last. The first 
treasure-less dwarf to the left of that player begins.  
Then the other dwarves without treasure follow in 
clockwise order.

But before, turn the remaining 
treasure tokens on the dwarf-side 
and shuffle them.

Example: Potions with treasure number 5.
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Example:  Anna’s treasure number is 8. 
Bert has 6 and Willi has 5. 
Anna gets 3 glory points.  
Bert gets 1 glory point.  
Will gets nothing.

Translation: Corinna Spellerberg
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